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Abstract - IoT has provided a great opportunity to create powerful applications for industries with increasing demand of mobile phones, sensor devices and wireless application. In recent years there has been quite rise in industries among development in industrial systems and applications.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the recent years Internet of Things (IoT) is expected to offer solutions on transforming the role of many current industrial systems such as logistics systems and manufacturing systems. For example when IoT is used for creating industrial application for many industries like research and development medical science and engineering.

Fig-1: Related technology.

Fig-2: System Architecture

All living species contain biological sensors which functions similar to those of the mechanical devices described.

A sensor is a device that detects and responds to some type of input from the physical environment. The specific input could be light, heat, motion, moisture, pressure, or any other environmental phenomena.
3. SYSTEM GUI

This figure indicates that here Authentication will be going to check. To check the weather User/person is valid or invalid.

This will also ensure us that the person who doesn’t have a valid Username & correct password wouldn't be able to get the access into the any type system.

In this figure we have given two options which are “click to Login” & “click to Exit” respectively.

These are credential which can and will be carried out by only one person that’s called the Administrator.

He is only person in that organization that has the authority to check what is going on at any point of time he also can change something which is not going according schedule or going against organization policy. In this we have five options which

In case a user forgets his/her password or he/she find it difficult to memories it.

Which is common in now days so it can be easily changed to something which is more suitable or convenient to user as per there likes or dislikes.

The user/person who knows the correct old password can only able to change the password.

So the user who doesn't know the valid old password wouldn’t able to change the password and he/she will be treat as invalid user to the system.

That when fault has been detected based upon that it will generate/send alters to the server and to concern person also.

With the help of camera which is present on that android device will detect the motion in that server rooms.

This will rectify that the some motion has taken places so they need to take appropriate action according to that so that they will reduce deficit.

4. SENSOR THRESHOLD

This figure indicates that these sensors like temperature, humidity, light, door etc. The threshold value will be selected by the administrator that what should the value of threshold.

Inbound value means if the threshold value gets decrease by the set value it will generate alters and according to that proper action should/will be taken.

Outbound value means if the threshold value gets increase by the set value it will generate alters and according to that proper action should/will be taken.
5. Methodology

In this system there is an android phone, with the help of Bluetooth controller it will connect through Bluetooth of that android phone. Through that Bluetooth it will connect through the micro controller then it will be connect through analog to digital converter. All the data will be live monitoring can be seen on the android device and in cloud server as well simultaneously.

It contain different devices drives & signal conditioning which has different sensors like door, light, temp, humidity etc. through them we can sense various inputs which will be given to signal conditioning so that they will perform their task.
If any misshaping happens then it will generate buzzer/alter in the form of short message services (sms) so to find the solution of that problem. It will be carried forward to the concern person (authority).

When fault has been detected based upon that it will generate/send alters to the server. With the help of camera which is present on that android device we will detect the motion in that server rooms. It will rectify that the some motion has taken places so they need to take appropriate action according to that so that they will reduce deficit.

The data will send from that android device through Wi-Fi/internet to cloud server. All the data will send will be saved in the database. Where there will be a person who is keeping a close eye on the live monitoring. He can also generate/send alter manually if he see something is not right. So based upon the fault detect that he detect he can/will send the message to concern authority they will take action according to handle the situation.

In android devices there will be an application which will be there to see what is happing in that server rooms to keep it secure. This will also monitor what is happen there inside that room. When fault has been detected based upon that it will generate/send alters to the server. With the help of camera which is present on that android device we will detect the motion in that server rooms.

Monitoring the situation in a Server room in which data can see on Android mobile phone as well as from cloud server also i.e. Live Monitoring (including different sensors are available like temp. door, humidity, Light etc.) & all the operational data will be saved on the Database.

Presence of human or absent can be sense by the different sensors which are there to detection motion & then it will be carried out by Camera which is present in Android mobile Phone.

6. LIVE MONITORING

Basically live Monitoring means monitoring of activities and all the will data stored in the data base or data will transfer over networks such as the Internet. The monitoring is often used to by the governments, criminal organizations, corporations and individuals.

There is an android phone, with the help of Bluetooth it will connect to the hardware which also has Bluetooth for Bluetooth interfacing. Name of that Bluetooth is HC-05 and
if it’s not paired before than it will scan for that device name so it will get that hc-05 bluetooth.

In this way we have used different types of sensors for sensing the information/data from the physical world to feed it to the hardware.

Types of sensors are Temperature, humidity, light, door etc.

In those sensors the maximum value that can be read is 255 and the minimum value is 0 which is initial value before staring the device.

7. CONCLUSION

We provide high security for server rooms in industries with the help of different sensors like temperature, humidity, light, door etc. we came to conclusion that our system is much better than the other system that we have in industries now a days. Because we have provided additional function to our system like live monitoring, Motion detection etc.

The Internet of Things is closer to being implemented than the average person would think. Most of the necessary technological advances needed for it have already been made, and some manufacturers and agencies have already begun implementing a small-scale version of it.
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